
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Windows* 8.1 
Tablet users can now create the perfect visual expression with the Snap 7 app by Ashampoo. Optimized for 
Intel® Atom™ tablets for Windows* 8.1, Snap 7 enables tablet users to snap, customize, annotate and share 
screen shots directly from mobile devices. Through its simple interface, this powerful app offers a simple way 
for users to create screen shots for any purpose.

Features of Snap 7 app:

•  Capture: Users can capture images on the screen from static pictures or video.

•  Customize: Large selection of tools allows users to add notes, symbols or to highlight 
    specific areas of the shot.

•  Share: Enables users to save photos in common picture formats and easily upload to 
    social media sites or email to friends or colleagues.
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Users Create Custom Screen Shots with Snap 7 by Ashampoo 
The uses for customized screen shots are nearly endless. They can be used for training purposes, business 
collaboration and visual self-expression. Now, users can capture, customize and share their perfect screen shots 
directly on their Windows* 8.1 devices with the Snap 7 app by Ashampoo.

Snap 7 App features:

Custom Capturing

Users can capture screen images from static photos and graphics or 
video. Timer feature enables users to capture shots from different 
intervals. 

Customizing

Wide array of customization settings allow users to add notes, include 
symbols, highlight areas within the screen shot and draw in free form 
over the shot.

Sharing

Screen shots can be saved as common photo files and then emailed to 
friends or colleagues. Or, they can be directly uploaded to social media 
sites.

Simple User Interface

Easy-to-use interface is visually intuitive and touch-responsive. 1-click 
editing ensures efficiency, and smart background versioning ensures all 
changes are editable.

More Creative Freedom

Users can create the most creative shots with free form capturing and 
drawing.



Snap 7 App Powered by Intel

Tablet users can now design 
and share custom screen shots 
for a variety of educational, 
collaborative or personal uses. 
The Intel® Atom™ processors, full 
HD high-resolution displays and 
interactive touch capabilities of 
new Windows* 8.1 tablets make 
them ideal for working with this 
new app.
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